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STEINKREIS NEWS, VOLUME FOURTEEN HEADLINES- brought to you by your local News Gnome

The Bloods & Ravens War

Hostilities between the Blood Guard and Raven Guard are mounting over the rightful occupation to the Crater Lake Fort that watches
over the Crater Lake near Hamley and the Raven's home Raven Watch. While the Blood Guard have been known to maintain posts
on the roads to ensure safe passage for travellers throughout Thain, little is known about the Raven Guard other than they originate
from the same town that harboured the Dawn of Shadows. While the authorities of nearby settlements are at a loss to whom should
lay claim to it, no one seems keen to allow the Raven Guard have a secure base of operations from which they can pose a higher
threat. The Blood guard secured the Fort without wide spread commotion and withdrew their forces from all other posts. Read next
edition to find out why. Dragons! Here at the Steinkreis Times, we would like to offer another warning to adventurers in the Wastes of
a Blue dragon that has taken to lairing in the sands and attacking with suprise. Hamley Festival Success The festival in Hamley
aimed at rasing donations for a Widow and Orphans fund of the Empyrean Aurora guard that fortify the village was met with great
enthusiasm and support. After a good turnout from the crowd, the day was spent watching performances and plays with fresh cooked
foods and ale. Rumours are that Raven Watch is to host it's own festival in time. EDITORIALS Circle Independants Rumours of the
Circle leadership in turmoil and/or missing, after the golems turned on Hamley soldiers during the war and reported repeat fighting with
Hamley and the Keepers recently cause us to strive to bring you, the citizens of Thain the scoop. Anyone who can provide information
please contact our office in the city of Steinkreis. Goblins Massacre As a merchant travelling between town to village and back again,
it is never easy work and is costly in hiring escorts, driving up prices. Now we find ourselves mobbed by savage goblins and I tells ya,
me help does not like being killed or hurt. How can a man expect to do an honest days work with suprises like that, one minute there
be guards and the next thing there be two dozen goblins needing a smack. We don't need this sort of thing, the merchants guild will
hear about this if the Blood guard don't come back or someone fails to man those outposts. CLASSIFIEDS OFFERED: Lust Away!
The latest in lust breaking devices to ensure your daughters and wife stay safe while you are hard at work or war. Keep lousy leeches
and pests away with a Tinker's Chasity Belt (commonly known as the Riggs Away!), made of reinforced steel and lined with the finest
silk these slender essentials will be barely notice under a pretty dress and only you hold the key to the kingdom! Enquire now for
special family rates! FASHION AND CULTURE Opera House News The Opera House has posted messages to the point of people
seeking their fame as entertainers, actors, singers, jugglers, costumers, set-makers and much, much more. Keen to see the theatrical
thrill on show, the Steinkreis Times urges citizens of the city to flock to this chance in a lifetime. -editor

